
Cheryl Johnson, President and Performance Solution Specialist  at RWL 
Tech (an e-Learning technology company based in the Washington DC area) 
was searching on Google for a positioning consultant. She came across 
Lawson’s profile and because she saw his business value and how we was 
different, she downloaded his ebook, checked out his website and invested 

in his positioning and messaging workshop. From there, she invested in his consulting and services to 
implement the strategies and approaches Lawson discussed in his workshop. Messages That Matter 
predicts this will be a $10,000 to a $15,000 project.

Customer Success Story

About the Client & The Firm’s Challenges

Messages that Matter focuses on message strategy and 
positioning development for business-to-business technology 
and software companies and the firm specializes in the BI, 
CRM, CPM/BPM and ERP markets. Their business process for 
positioning is being used by hundreds of marketers to make 
their organizations and technology solutions stand out – and 
so their messages cannot only be heard by their market but 
also responded to. The firm’s President and Founder (Lawson 
Abinanti) has been helping technology companies long enough 
that many software companies that he’s helped no longer 
exist such as Applix, Crystal Decisions, Epic Data, FRx Software, 
Navision and Timeline.

Because, the companies Messages That Matter was working 
with were being acquired and their influencer contacts at other 
companies were retiring, new leads dried up. Knowing that 
LinkedIn is the place where their prospects were going to for 
information they need – and to network with vendors, the firm 
started to engage in LinkedIn marketing. But they were getting 
zero results until they worked with Get LinkedIn Help.

1. They were engaging in LinkedIn advertising , which does not work unless you pour tens of thousands of dollars 
into a complete LinkedIn advertising program that includes sponsored inmails. Buyers aren’t on LinkedIn to be 
sold – they are there to build relationships with trusted vendors.  So prospects are not going to opt-in to get 
sales involved if they are not ready for a relationship with sales. 

2. Messages That Matter did not have a LinkedIn strategy. They were making connections but did not have a 
nurturing process. 

3. There was no thought leadership content that moved key decision makers (Product Marketing Directors, CMOs 
and VPs of Marketing at global tech companies) to the next level.

4. The firm’s personal profiles did not communicate value to key decision makers so even their connection 
conversion rate was low.

We turned Lawson’s LinkedIn profile from a cover letter 
and resume that discussed his experience and the 
companies he worked for before founding Messages 
That Matter into a complete sales and marketing tool. 
For example:

• We took a challenger stance on Lawson’s 
profile. We started his summary by 
saying: “With most technology marketing 
materials, you can simply remove one 
software company’s logo and switch it with 
a competitor’s and no one would be able to tell the difference! For example, if you take a close look at 
the positioning for Qlik, SAS, SAP, IBM, Info Builders, Alleryx and Panorama in the Business Intelligence 
market, you’ll notice they’re all making similar claims based on better, faster, more informed decisions. 
See the PDF below that shows how these companies are failing to make a claim that stands out to 
decision makers. 
 
Your positioning is supposed to “own” an idea in your target audience’s mind. But you can’t “own” an 
idea if your messages sound like everyone else”.

• We didn’t rely on the Lawson’s 20 years of experience as it doesn’t differentiator. We use it only as a 
credibility builder. You need to balance credibility builders and differentiators as you tell your unique 
business story. We showed how Lawson’s specifically changing the dialogue that sales and marketing 
are having about their technology solutions and how he provided 10-fold increases in marketing 
responses by changing the positioning and messaging strategy.

• We use Lawson’s LinkedIn profile to educate prospects and offer them an alternative thinking. We 
show point blank how marketers (including those from IBM and SAP) are muddling their product 
messages. We provided real proof and demonstrated what they should be doing instead.

GetLinkedInHelp.com is a LinkedIn marketing and social content marketing firm that is recognized for its unique ability 
to go beyond “brand awareness” tactics and actually develop content that drives next step actions beyond the click, 
like, comment or share. We focus on building and leveraging prospect relationships that turn into sales opportunities 
and revenue.

Through our LinkedIn profile makeover services, social content marketing consulting programs, LinkedIn and content 
marketing workshops and our ongoing managed services, we have created more marketing qualified opportunities for 
tech companies, professional service firms and consultancies than all of their other marketing initiatives. 

Go to GetLinkedInHelp.com or call 609-306-6205 to learn more about
our LinkedIn marketing and social content marketing programs

Action 1:  Build a Strong Foundation with a LinkedIn Profile Makeover

Profile Makeover Leads to New $10,000 to $15,000 Clients

Action 2: Taking a Challenger Approach on LinkedIn

Results of Our Challenger Style Approach

New Content Path Helps Messages That Matter Gain New Clients Like:

About the Firm

Action 3: Creating a Social Content Path to Revenue

Messaging and Positioning Firm Challenges 
Tech Marketing Leaders & Drives Demand For 

Their Workshops and Consulting Services

Messages That Matter 
Gains Client Worth                                                                                                         

$30,000 in Additional Revenue

Cubewise becomes client after 
reading discussions around IBM’s 
positioning of TM1 and the blog 

post “Cognos TM1 Positioning is 1 
Example of What’s Wrong 

with IBM”

Because of Our Challenger 
Approach, Messages That 

Matter Had More 
Sales Conversations 

With Companies Like:

45+ Different Sales Opportunities!

Companies Inside the Messages 
That Matter Group Because of 

Our Challenger Approach:

600+ Tech and Software Marketing 
Leaders Inside the Group

Challengers close deals through their ability to lead, teach and push the 
buyer. They challenge common practices, thoughts and approaches. 
They take control of the sales conversation – rather than reacting to the 
buyer’s agenda.

We not only took a challenger stance within Lawson’s profile where we 
showed companies how they are taking a “me too” positioning approach 
(when they thought they were differentiated) and how they were 
focusing their positioning on their “products” (an old approach) rather 
than taking a new customer-centric approach that focused on business 
value.  We had Lawson and his team take a challenger approach through 
the content that Messages That Matter creates, posts on the LinkedIn 
platform and shares within their social media circles. 

For example:

• In the article - “Your Solutions Do Not Make Transformations”, Messages That Matter challenges 
tech marketers to stop using buzzwords like transform in their messaging. Lawson showed how most 
software and tech companies are not transforming anything – they are just doing what has always 
been done – just a little better. Plus, he shows how IT buyers aren’t looking for transformations, they 
are looking for specific outcomes so in reality, IT marketers are communicating very little business 
value.

• In the article, “Microsoft Should Stop Using the Buzzword: Empower”, Messages That Matter 
shows how “empower” can have different meanings and how it leaves too much to the prospect’s 
imagination. To have the market respond, you need to provide specific, concrete business value that 
IT buyers can connect with. We used this to target senior level marketers at Microsoft and other 
companies using the word “empower”.

• In another post,  Messages That Matter showed tech marketers how and why multi-claim positions 
like this one doesn’t work: “Panorama Software helps companies reduce costs and improve corporate 
performance by enabling collaborative decision making and unlocking actionable insights contained 
within their data.”

• On Lawson’s LinkedIn publishing platform, you’ll find messaging and positioning assessments for the 
market leaders in the CRM, CPM, BI and other industries. Within his BI assessment, Lawson shows 
how two vendors – Tibco and Oracle – take “me too” positioning to the next extreme by claiming 
both “better decisions” and “insight.” The same can be said for four other vendors either claiming 
some form of “better decisions,” or some form of “insight.”  He describes how 6 vendors within the 
BI space (SAP, IBM, Microstrategy, Microsoft, Information Builders and SAS) changed their positioning 
for the worse within the past year.  In his CRM industry assessment, Lawson explains how Salesforce, 
Microsoft Dynamics CRM, Sage CRM, Zoho, SAP CRM, Oracle Sales Cloud are missing the mark missed 
because they have ignored a key factor that could significantly impact their positioning statement and 
how they talk to the market and most importantly how the market responds.  He also shows how they 
are failing to make a unique claim and how they are practicing product-centric positioning instead of 
customer-centric positioning.  In his CPM/BPM assessment, Lawson proves that Tagetik Software and 
Profix Software are the only 2 companies that are effectively positioning themselves. He explains how 
Adaptive Insights gets the dreaded “no position” designation. Instead of stating a benefit, Adaptive 
tells you what its product is: “The only unified BI and CPM suite built for the cloud”, which is not 
positioning in B2B marketing. He talks about how SAP takes a shotgun approach, IBM is taking the 
ineffective “transformation” position, and how 4 vendors are claiming a “me too positioning.”

• In the article, “Cognos TM1 Positioning is 1 Example of What’s Wrong with IBM, Messages That Matter 
shows how IBM has turned their back on a real competitive advantage for a “me too” positioning. We 
then used this article to target TM1 resellers!

Once we had the challenger content to support “challenger” style discussions that we can use in the different 
LinkedIn communities, we built the Messages That Matter LinkedIn community. Inside the group, CMOs, 
VPs of Marketing, Marketing Directors and Marketing Managers discussed the issues they were facing with 
positioning and messaging. They exchanged new ways to communicate so markets listen and respond. And, 
most of all, from the information we were sharing for Lawson and Messages That Matter, they learned why 
their positioning and messaging approach was failing. Their eyes were opened. 

Although, Messages That Matter gained a client through its challenger content and the firm gained 45+ sales 
opportunities, we found that most sales conversations went to a halt. They were intrigued to see how they 
were ineffectively positioning their companies or products – but there was no desire to move forward with 
consulting or services. 

So, we completed market research for Messages That Matter to see what marketers think about positioning 
and messaging. We found out that:

This showed us, although there is a need, positioning and messaging is not a priority as they are not spending 
the time needed on positioning. We also found out that only 14% of software and tech marketers believe that 
positioning is more important than anything else in marketing and 71% believe that other activities are more 
important than positioning. So even though, Messages That Matter was pinpointing the issues with certain 
companies’ approaches – sales conversations became stuck after the initial call with Lawson or his team 
members.

Messages That Matter needed a content funnel that moves prospects down the sales journey. They needed 
the “why” prospects should care and more importantly how it is affecting all of their prospects’ sales and 
marketing programs. 

 For example:

You see, we didn’t just challenge marketers on their positioning approach – and we didn’t just educate them 
on a new approach. We had Messages That Matter show why their prospects’ approach wasn’t working and 
why they needed to change now. We had them develop content that creates the buying vision—showing  
prospects a pathway to change, and most importantly  giving them the urgency to do it now.

 Target specific companies and 
provide them with challenger content 

that’s specific to their issues – “Me 
Too positioning”, “product centric 

positioning”, “Transformation 
buzzwords”

Prove to marketers 
that the Messages That 
Matter approach works 
with real case studies.

Educate marketers and c-level 
executives how their positioning 

is affecting sales and provide 
supporting proof that shows that 
82% sales professionals are out 

of sync with buyers.

 Discuss how a recent 
Forrester report shows 

that tech companies 
are still unable to make 

the value connection 
with buyers despite 
major branding and 

positioning overhauls. 
Show how their current 
approach is creating the 

disconnect!

  Educate marketers on 
how their positioning is 

affecting their marketing 
programs including 
webinar marketing, 

white paper marketing, 
content marketing etc.  
We coached Messages 
That Matter on a series 

of articles and a webinar 
that is designed to drive 

further demand by 
showing how positioning 

is affecting marketing 
campaigns.

Coach marketers on a 
new approach through 
articles that provide a 
sneak peek inside his 

approach, white papers 
that were published 
on MarketingProfs, 

webinars with influencers 
like BoldPM, and a 
free ebook: How to 

Communicate So Markets 
Listen and Respond

No Cohesive Strategy 
That is Tied to Revenue 

Generation

No Thought on How 
B2B Buyers Make Their 
Purchasing Decisions 
Using LinkedIn – and 

How to Support Them

Weak LinkedIn Profile 
Foundation

Lacking Thought Leadership 
Content 

Why Sales and 
Marketing Is Not 
Generating Leads 

and Demand Using 
LinkedIn

Challengers outperform all 
other seller profiles – 

40% of top performers are 
Challengers!  

Creating a Social 
Content Path to 

Revenue

“Now with the help of GetLinkedInHelp.com, my social content is getting the attention 
of key decision makers within technology companies (startup to global enterprise). They 

are connecting with me and my team members. They’re viewing our website – as our 
website traffic increased to nearly 4000 visitors per month. We’re getting more downloads 

from key decision makers at companies like Citrix, Viewics, Siemens, BMC Software and 
others. And, more importantly, they are entering sales conversations and becoming clients. 

GetLinkedInHelp.com has created a path to revenue using LinkedIn and content.“

Lawson Abinanti
Founder - Messages That Matter

“

http://GetLinkedInHelp.com

